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RADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆ1UNIVERSITY OF KRAGUJEVACFACULTY OF EDUCATION – JAGODINAATTENTION AS A FACTOR IN THE SCHOOL PERFORMANCE OF ADOLESCENTSABSTRACT. Attention represents a core of cognitive activity, it is an essential element of
meaningful information processing and a key factor in self-regulation
which is necessary for academic success. Despite this, there is only a small
number of studies that examine the relationship between attention and
school performance of adolescents. The aim of this research is an attempt to
identify the components of attention which are relevant for academic
achievement in adolescence. In addition, the aim of the research is also to
determine potential differences with regard to the respondents’ gender. The
sample included 350 adolescents, aged between 14 and 16 years (M=15.2),
matched for their intelligence quotient, from different towns in Serbia. The
following instruments were used – the Digit Span Test, Digit
Symbol-Coding, the Trail Making Test, the Stroop Test, the Concentration
Achievement Test (for measuring the components of attention), Raven’s
Progressive Matrices (as a measure of intelligence). The results indicate that
academic achievement is highly significantly associated with a certain
configuration of components of the function of attention (goal-oriented
selectivity, resistance to distractions, attention maintenance and concentra-
tion), and that the performance of students with poor academic
achievement differs significantly from the performance of students with
better academic achievement (p < 0.01). The results imply that the academic
achievement or failure of adolescents cannot be interpreted without taking
into account the characteristics of their attention. In addition, the results
also indicate the necessity to establish an educational program with an aim
to encourage the development of the assessed components of attention, in1 andjelao@beotel.netThis paper was submitted on August 20, 2017 and accepted for publication at the meeting of theEditorial Board held on September 19, 2017.
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intellectual capabilities.KEY WORDS: attentional control functions; goal-oriented behavior; self-regulation in
learning; school performance of adolescents.

INTRODUCTIONSchool performance represents a manifestation of a level of realiza-tion of cognitive, functional, and educational teaching tasks, areflection of the quantity and quality of acquired knowledge,breadth and level of the development of capabilities, breadth andlevel of adopted educational values. A successful student is astudent who adequately mastered the knowledge, skills, attitudes,and forms of behaviour which are necessary for further learning(Nikolašević et al., 2014), or the one whose school performance is insync with his/her capabilities, or the one who possesses a balancebetween what is planned and the resulting effect (Rayneri et al.,2006). In addition to all of the shortcomings of the current gradingsystem in schools, school performance expressed in school gradesstill represents an important indicator of the achievements ofstudents in the real world (Moss & St Laurent, 2001), a basic indica-tor of educational achievements (Gadžić & Milojević, 2009), as wellas evidence formally identifying students as more or less successfulpersons (Havelka, 2000).School failure, in turn, represents an ambiguous term whichdoes not refer only to educational results, but also to the behaviourof students, their attitudes, beliefs, and formed system of values.For these reasons, school failure can have complex consequenceswhen it comes to general development flows. The research of thecausal relationships between behavioural problems and failure inschool learning in childhood and adolescence (Hinshaw, 1992) statethat the connection between school failure and adaptation difficul-ties has long been established. In terms of prevalence, personal andsocial suffering, and resistance to most intervention strategies,behavioural problems and school failure constitute the majority ofproblems in childhood and adolescence. Each domain predicts latermaladjustment, which can lead to serious consequences in the formof various emotional disorders such as depression, anxiety or socialphobia. Due to failure, the student loses both the confidence and



ATTENTION AS A FACTOR IN THE SCHOOL PERFORMANCE OF ADOLESCENTSRADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆ 277motivation to continue the process of education (Madeeha &Abdulbari, 2010).The causes of school failure are many, and school performance ofstudents is a result of the combined effects of numerous factors.Many classical and contemporary studies have determined a role ofpersonal factors (general intellectual level, learning skills, person-ality traits, emotional status, motivation etc.) and social factors(family, school, peers, etc.) in school performance or failure.Although general intelligence explains 50–60% of the total varianceof school performance, the remainder of the variance can beexplained by other, non-cognitive factors, such as: personal activi-ty, responsibility, motivation, effort, support of parents and thequality of teaching (Gottschling et al., 2012; Johnson, 2008; Spinathet al., 2006). Each of these factors is involved in the variance ofperformance with around 25%, which means that a total of about75% of the variance can be explained. The remaining, unexplained25% can be attributed to a number of other factors, e.g. natural,organic, and socio-economic, etc. (Deary & Johnson 2010).Many studies also emphasize the self-regulatory capacity ofstudents as an important factor of school performance (Mirkov,2007), which represents the theoretical starting point of theresearch presented in this paper. By analysing some of the basiccontemporary models of the self-regulation of learning in theprocess of education, Pintrich (Pintrich, 1999) emphasizes thosetheories that emphasize the volitional aspect of the self-regulatoryprocesses necessary for achieving adequate school performance.So, in order for students to be able to learn, what is necessary isself-regulation, i.e. an active guidance and activation of cognitive,meta-cognitive, affective, and motivational resources in order toaccomplish the necessary effects of learning (Boekaerts & Corno,2005). Self-regulation implies a process whereby students activateand maintain cognition, affects, and behaviour directed towardsachieving goals (Zimmerman, 1990). The findings of neuropsycho-logical studies of executive functions, the crown controlmechanisms which underlie goal-oriented behaviour (Lezak, 2004;Guy et al. 2004), overlap to a large extent with the theory ofself-regulatory processes.Executive functions represent a set of cognitive processes –including attentional control, inhibitory control, working memoryand cognitive flexibility, as well as reasoning, problem solving, andplanning – necessary for the cognitive control of behaviour: the



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017278 RADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆselection and successful monitoring of behaviours that facilitatethe attainment of chosen goals (Diamond, 2013; Chan et al., 2008).The very decision to carry out a certain activity, for example tolearn, at its outset implies actively giving up on other opportunitiesand other events in the immediate environment, in the given exis-tential situation, and focusing on the selected activity. Thisrequires the ability to inhibit all irrelevant stimuli, and then it ispossible to speak of focusing (Knudsen, 2007).In this exceptional ability to direct and focus mental activity on aparticular object, lies the essence and nucleus of the human abilityto carry out goal-oriented activities which are primarily dependenton attention (Luria, 1973). It is due to the ability to direct and focusattention that a choice of a certain activity is made and that mentalenergy is directed towards it, and due to focusing, which we callenthrallment or concentration in every day speech, that the irrele-vant stimuli or distractors are dismissed (Washburn, 2016). Thedirection and focusing of mental activity on a consciously set goalrepresents volitional, intentional or active attention. It is at thesame time a precondition and result of human activity. It resultedfrom the involvement of mental activity in the process of work, andit enables man to ignore irrelevant stimuli for as long as it takes inorder to finish the initiated goal-oriented activity. The intentional,active attention is one of the manifestations of will in man (Vygot-sky, 1996; Malenka et al., 2009).The tasks placed before the student by school learning, requirean individual in this process (of active listening in class, participa-tion in class activities, individually processing a text, rememberinginformation, solving problems, solving tests, etc.) to direct atten-tion away from all that is irrelevant in relation to the object oflearning itself, as well as to maintain it for as long as it is necessaryin order to carry out the goal activity (Latzman, 2010). Schoollearning is directed towards the realization of future plans and isan instrument of the attainment of general life goals. Given thisfact, school learning represents a typical form of volitional activityand it relies on deliberate, volitional attention. Verbal learning andverbal memory, which usually represent the basis of schoolsuccess, are very complex psychological processes that start by aninitial short-term memory record of information, via sensorymemory in its visual or auditory modality (Awh etal., 2006). Inorder to transfer information into long-term memory, which is theultimate goal of school learning, it is necessary to produce a



ATTENTION AS A FACTOR IN THE SCHOOL PERFORMANCE OF ADOLESCENTSRADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆ 279conscious effort to maintain attention and repeat the teachingmaterial, which allows for its encoding and consolidation. Thelearning of school material relies on declarative memory and theacquisition of cognitive routines, such as “learning how to learn orhow to solve mathematical tasks” relies on implicit, non-declara-tive memory (Baddeley, 2003). The process of decoding a complexverbal message, received in a visual or auditory manner, implies anunderstanding of the exact meaning of the lexical elements, anunderstanding of syntactic relations and an understanding of thegeneral meaning of the verbal material. Verbal learning is onlypossible with the participation of intact attention processes, sinceattention, as a complex functional system, allows for the selection,focusing, and maintenance of mental activity on significant exter-nal or mental contents (Maunsell 2002; Montalvo et al., 2004).A lack of attentional control or an insufficient stability of evenone of its components, reduces the efficiency of learning or rendersit completely impossible. Poor attentional control, characterizedby pronounced distractibility and weak concentration, is not suita-ble for the demands that need to be fulfilled by an adolescentaspiring to an excellent school performance. As a reminder, atten-tional control is defined as an ability to inhibit the first, dominantresponse, an ability to organize incoming stimuli, to maintain acalm state of mind, postpone pleasure, tolerate discomfort, andorganize a cognitive and behavioural response to a selected,goal-oriented stimulus (Miller & Esposito, 2005). Attentionalcontrol involves the focus of attention on a task, over a longer peri-od of time, which implies a resistance to distractions by irrelevantstimuli in the surroundings. The problems of attentional controlare associated with many forms of maladaptive behaviour or evenwith psychopathological symptoms in adolescence (Rueda et al.,2005).Attentional control plays a key role in self-regulation, which isessential for school learning (Eisenberg et al., 2004). School perfor-mance requires that the adolescent maintain his/her attention onthe task and continue the activity even when more attractive stim-uli are imposed on him/her. In psychological terms, at the level ofsubjective experience, controlling attention from shifting to amore attractive goal or a distractor is associated with a feeling ofeffort. The orientation of attention towards stimuli that are appeal-ing is performed effortlessly. If the attractive goal is irrelevantfrom the position of the task at hand or the realization of the goal,



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017280 RADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆa great effort of will is needed in order to inhibit the response toirrelevant stimuli (Banich, 2009). Only a developed and stable voli-tional attention makes it possible to endure the necessary effort inorder to keep all irrelevant stimuli under control. The improvedability of older children to increase mental effort is directly relatedto the development of volitional attention over the years. Theprocess of learning and socialization implies a period of a transfor-mation of non-volitional into volitional attention. Thedevelopment of mature and autochthonous human activity impliesthe development and formation of a fully established volitionalattention which, at first, requires a great deal of effort and energyexpenditure but, in its ultimate stage, represents a shift from voli-tional to non-volitional attention, in which the expenditure ofeffort and energy is decreased again (Vygotsky, 1934; Astle et al.,2009).In the process of developing volitional attention, school learninghas an exceptional role. By focusing on school contents, childrenand adolescents master the ability to control the distractors, theydismiss excess information and move towards an independent andautonomous volitional   attention. Not everybody progresses atthe same pace on this road and individual differences are expected.It is expected that those adolescents who have reached a higherdegree of volitional attention will have higher school performance.Studies of attention and its components (goal-oriented selectivi-ty, resistance to distractions, maintenance, and concentration) aremost commonly organized in relation to the learning problems ofyounger school aged children or in connection with the problemsof children and adolescents diagnosed with developmental hyper-kinetic syndrome. The review of literature indicates an almostcomplete absence of studies dealing with the problem of attentionin the context of school performance of adolescents from thegeneral population. This may be one of the reasons that the inade-quate school performance of unquestionably intelligentadolescents is, in school practice, usually explained by emotionalfactors, despite the fact that adolescents with inadequate schoolperformance themselves often emphasize “poor concentration”when describing their learning difficulties, while their teachersdescribe them as “careless”. Given the importance of school perfor-mance for general developmental flows, the significance ofattention in the context of school learning and the lack of researchof the connection of attention and the school performance of



ATTENTION AS A FACTOR IN THE SCHOOL PERFORMANCE OF ADOLESCENTSRADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆ 281adolescents, the aim of this research is an attempt to identify thecomponents of attention that are relevant for school learning in ayounger adolescent age. In addition, the aim of this research is alsoto determine potential differences in terms of the students’ gender.
METHODRESPONDENTS The total sample consisted of 350 students (5 groups of first gradesecondary school students with different performance levels / 70students in each category of school performance: insufficient, suffi-cient, good, very good, and excellent), from different towns inSerbia, aged between 14 and 16 years (M=15.2; SD=0.319), matchedfor their intelligence quotient (M=105; min. 104, max. 107). Thesample consisted of 175 students of both genders.INSTRUMENTS AND VARIABLESDIGIT SPAN The Digit Span Test is an integral part of Wechsler’s intelligencescale. Given that most authors agree that the subtest Digits Forwardis a more reliable measure of attention, this research used only theDigits Forward results. The test consists of seven pairs of randomlyselected number sequences, read out loud by the examiner, withthe frequency of one number per second. The respondent’s task isto repeat each sequence of numbers as presented by the examiner.When the respondent has repeated the sequence correctly, theexaminer reads the next sequence with an addition of one morenumber, continuing until the respondent makes an error on bothsequences in a pair. In the terms and procedures of statistical anal-ysis, the achievement on this test was treated as an independentvariable, as follows:– DS (Digit Span) – the highest total number of repeated digits, asa measure of the capacity of attention.DIGIT SYM-BOL-CODING (NUMBER SYM-BOLS) This digit-symbol substitution test also represents an integral partof Wechsler’s intelligence scale. As is the case with all tests of thiskind, it requires visual attention and concentration. It is considereda reliable test of attention, among other reasons, due to the factthat it is largely independent from intelligence. It consists of 100small empty squares paired with squares containing randomly



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017282 RADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆassigned numbers from 1 to 9. Above these squares there is a print-ed instruction with different symbols corresponding to individualnumbers (e.g. 1 –, 5 U, 9 =, 6 0 etc.). After a short practice, the taskconsists of the respondent filling in the empty squares with corre-sponding symbols (the duration of the task is 90 seconds). In theterms and procedures of statistical analysis, the achievement onthis test was treated as an independent variable, as follows:– NS (Number Symbols) – a number of successfully filled in sym-bols, as a measure of attention flexibility and vigilance.TRAIL MAKING TEST (TMT) This test consists of two parts, A and B. Part A consists of smallcircles spread out in a random order, with numbers from 1 to 25written inside. The respondent is asked to connect all of the circles,from 1 to 25, without raising the pencil off the paper. Part Bcontains small circles with numbers and letters written inside. Therespondent is asked to connect the circles respectively alternatingbetween the numbers and letters following a sequence (e.g. 1-A,A-2, 2-B, etc.), as fast as possible, because the score represents thetime needed for finishing this task. The results reflect the ability toconcentrate, the flexibility, and distractibility of attention. Thistask is preceded by a short practice. In the terms and procedures ofstatistical analysis, the achievement on this test was treated as anindependent variable, as follows:– TMTtm1 – total time needed to connect the numbers, ex-pressed in seconds, as a measure of visuospatial monitoringand concentration.– TMTtm2 – total time needed to connect the letters and num-bers, expressed in seconds, as a measure of flexibility and con-centration.THE STROOP TEST Stroop tests are probably the best known and most frequently usedtests for assessing the selectivity of attention. In this research,Dodrill`s form of the test was used, consisting of a single papercontaining 176 (11 horizontal and 16 vertical lines) names ofcolours (red, orange, green, blue), randomly printed in thesecolours. In part 1 of this test, the respondent reads the printedword. Part 2 requires that the respondent reads the name of thecolour in which the word is printed. Time is carefully measured andrecorded. Performance is evaluated according to the instructions,based on time 1 and time 2. In the terms and procedures of statisti-



ATTENTION AS A FACTOR IN THE SCHOOL PERFORMANCE OF ADOLESCENTSRADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆ 283cal analysis, the achievement on this test was treated as anindependent variable, as follows:– Strooptm 1 (reading words with an interference of colour) – to-tal time, expressed in seconds, as a measure of attentional se-lectivity. – Strooptm 2 – (naming of colours with an interference of con-flicting words) – total time, expressed in seconds, as a measureof resistance to distractions.THE CONCEN-TRATION ACHIEVEMENT TEST The test was conceived on the basis of the research conducted byDüker and associates, and it proved to be an excellent indicator ofgoal-oriented selectivity, maintenance of mental effort, andconcentration. The most important task of the test consists ofrecording individual abilities of concentration, as a relatively inde-pendent personality trait. Its value is derived from the relativeindependence of its results from intelligence. It consists of 250computation tasks (simple tasks of addition and subtraction), equalin their degree of difficulty. The expression of the ability of therespondent to concentrate is represented by the number of solvedtasks as well as the number of errors made in 30 minutes, which isthe duration of the test. In the terms and procedures of statisticalanalysis, the achievement on this test was treated as an independ-ent variable, as follows:– CATT – total number of tasks solved in 30 minutes, as a measureof attention maintenance, concentration and vigilance. – CATC – number of correctly solved tasks, as a measure of themaintenance of the mental set and attention tenacity.RAVEN’S PROGRESSIVE MATRICES (RPM) Raven’s Progressive Matrices is a test designed to measure thegeneral intellectual ability without the influence of culturalfactors. Spearman’s theory of the G-factor, according to which“general intelligence” is all the more convincing as the test is morehomogenous, was used as a basis of this test. The first tests, basedon the same idea, were constructed by I. C. Raven as early as in1938, but it still represents one of the best tests for assessing gener-al intelligence today. From the original instructions for its use, itcan be seen that the RPM is a non-verbal series for assessing gener-al intelligence. The test requires the operations of analysis andcomparison. Numerous factor analyses have shown that the testalmost exclusively measures the G factor. The result of the test is



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017284 RADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆthe sum of correctly solved tasks. The achieved results are inter-preted according to the norms for the age group to which therespondent belongs. This test was chosen for reasons of practicalnature, since it is the only test that could be used to test respond-ents of different ages. Given that intelligence was, in this study, justa control variable, it was possible to ignore, without consequences,the fact that this test is easy for highly intelligent respondentsolder than 14, and therefore not sufficiently discriminatory forthose ages. In the terms and procedures of statistical analysis, theachievement on this test was treated as a control variable. THE RESEARCH PROCEDURE The respondents were tested on three occasions after the researchgoal was explained to them and their consent was obtained. Thefirst stage included the test assessment of 588 adolescents, withdifferent school performance levels, which were given an intelli-gence assessment test (Raven’s Progressive Matrices). Afterprocessing the data obtained by the applied intelligence test, 70respondents were chosen from each category of school perfor-mance, and they entered the second stage of testing. Thisprocedure was aimed at matching the groups according to theirintelligence quotient (IQ). The second stage of testing, duringwhich the tests of attention were administered individually, withthe exception of the Concentration Achievement Test (CAT), wasentered by respondents who achieved an IQ score between 104 and107 on the applied test, given that the largest number of respond-ents belonged to this category (M=105) and given the fact that itcan be expected that this intellectual level is not an obstacle for theattainment of excellent school performance. In the third stage, thechosen respondents solved the CAT in groups. It is important tonote that school performance was expressed as the average perfor-mance in the classification period which preceded the testing. Theaverage grade used in this research included only the grades insubjects in which verbal learning is significant (Serbian language,foreign language, history, geography, biology, chemistry, mathe-matics, physics, computer science, etc.). In the terms andprocedures of statistical analysis, the categories of the schoolperformance of respondents, classified as average grades, wereprocessed as dependent variables:– Insufficient performance (from 1 to 1.99)– Sufficient performance (from 2 to 2.49)– Good performance (from 2.50 to 3.49)



ATTENTION AS A FACTOR IN THE SCHOOL PERFORMANCE OF ADOLESCENTSRADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆ 285– Very good performance (from 3.50 to 4.49)– Excellent performance (from 4.50 to 5.00)ANALYSIS PRO-CEDURES A calculation of measures of central tendency and a calculation ofvariability measures were used in terms of descriptive models. TheChi-square test, Student’s T-test, simple linear correlation, Spear-man’s rank correlation coefficient, and the analysis of variance(ANOVA) were used in terms of analytical models. 
RESULTS Given that the primary aim of the research was an attempt to iden-tify the components of attention that are relevant for schoollearning at an adolescent age, the Figures that follow show thearithmetic means of the achievements of respondents on the exam-ined variables in relation to school performance. The arithmetic means for the variable DS, which represents thetotal number of repeated digits, as a measure of the capacity ofattention, shows an increasing trend in accordance with anincrease in performance (Graf 1 1). FIGURE 1: ARITHMETIC MEANS FOR THE VARIABLE DS (DIGIT SPAN)The arithmetic means for the variable NS (Number Symbols), whichrepresents the number of successfully filled in symbols of numbers



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017286 RADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆas a measure of attention selectivity and maintenance, increasecontinuously with an increase in performance.FIGURE 2. ARITHMETIC MEANS FOR THE VARIABLE NS (NUMBER SYMBOLS)The arithmetic means for the variable TMTTM1, which repre-sents the total time needed for connecting the numbers from 1 to 25,expressed in seconds, as a measure of visuospatial monitoring andconcentration, show a decreasing tendency as school performanceincreases. The arithmetic means for the variable TMTTM2, whichrepresents the total time needed for connecting the letters andnumbers, expressed in seconds, as a measure of attention flexibilityalso decrease as performance increases (Figure 3).The variable Strooptm1 represents the total time, expressed inseconds, needed for reading the words with the interference ofcolour, as a measure of the selectivity of attention. It is evident thatthe time needed for the completion of this test decreases as perfor-mance increases. The variable Strooptm2 represents the total time,expressed in seconds, needed for naming the colours with theinterference of the conflicting word, as a measure of goal-orientedselectivity and resistance to distractions. It is also evident thatstudents with higher school performance need less time tocomplete this test (Figure 4). 



ATTENTION AS A FACTOR IN THE SCHOOL PERFORMANCE OF ADOLESCENTSRADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆ 287FIGURE 4. ARITHMETIC MEANS FOR THE VARIABLES STROOPTM1 AND STROOPTM2 FOR GROUPS WITH DIFFERENT SCHOOL PERFORMANCE LEVELSThe variable CATT represents a total number of solved tasks, dur-ing a time period of 30 minutes, as a measure of the ability to sustainattention, of concentration and vigilance. The total number ofsolved tasks increases with an increase in respondents` perfor-
FIGURE 3. ARITHMETIC MEANS FOR THE VARIABLE TMTTM1 AND VARIABLE TMTTM2 FOR GROUPS WITH DIFFERENT SCHOOL PERFORMANCE LEVELS



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017288 RADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆmance. The variable CATC represents the number of correctlysolved tasks as a measure of the tenacity of attention. The number ofcorrectly solved tasks also increases with an increase in perfor-mance. The arithmetic mean for the group of excellent students ishigher for a staggering 97 correctly solved tasks than the arithmeticmean for the group of insufficient students.FIGURE 5. ARITHMETIC MEANS FOR THE VARIABLES CATT AND CATC FOR GROUPS WITH DIFFERENT SCHOOL PERFORMANCE LEVELSThe most relevant issue in this context is the issue of the signifi-cance of obtained differences in the achievements of respondentswith different school performance levels. In order to determine thisby using the method of the analysis of variance (ANOVA), the signif-icance of differences in the achievements of groups of different ageson all tests and variables was tested.On the Digit Span Test, the variable DS, the obtained differenceswere not found to be statistically significant (Table 1)
SUM DF   M   F PDS between groupswithin groups 7.998119.029 4114 1.9661.069 1.896 0.98TABLE 1: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS WITH DIFFERENT PERFORMANCE LEVELS ON THE DIGIT SPAN TEST (VARIABLE DS)



ATTENTION AS A FACTOR IN THE SCHOOL PERFORMANCE OF ADOLESCENTSRADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆ 289On the Digit-Symbol Coding Test, the variable NS, the differencesbetween different age groups proved to be highly statisticallysignificant (Table 2).On the Trail Making Test (variable TMTTM1 as a measure of visu-ospatial monitoring and concentration) the difference betweengroups with different school performance levels did not prove to bestatistically significant. The differences in recorded times on thesecond part of the test (variable TMTTM2 as a measure of concen-tration and the flexibility of attention) proved to be highlystatistically significant (Table 3).The first measured time on the Stroop Test (variable Strooptm1,naming of words with an interference of colour, as a measure ofattention selectivity) is significantly associated with school perfor-mance. The second measured time on the Stroop Test (variableStrooptm2, naming of colours with an interference of a conflictword, as a measure of resistance to distractions) is highly signifi-cantly associated with the school performance of respondents.The total number of solved tasks and the total number ofcorrectly solved tasks (variables CATT and CATC, as indicators ofattention maintenance and concentration) are highly significantlydifferent between groups with different performance levels. 
SUM DF   M   F PNS between groupswithin groups 924.17210189.64 4114 234.54588.334 2.621 0.000TABLE 2: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS WITH DIFFERENT PERFORMANCE LEVELS ON THE DIGIT-SYMBOL CODING TEST (VARIABLE NS)

SUM DF  M   F PTMTTM1 between groupswithin groups 301.62114512.82 4114 75.576129.045 0.451 0.587TMTTM1 between groupswithin groups 546.6716845.6 4114 9807.0991456.521 5.988 0.000TABLE 3: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS WITH DIFFERENT PERFORMANCE LEVELS ON THE TRAIL MAKING TEST (VARIABLES TMTTM1 AND TMTTM2)



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017290 RADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆThe total sample in this research consisted of 170 respondents ofboth genders. Table 6 shows the descriptive indicators of achieve-ments on all of the tests and variables for male and femalerespondents. 
SUM DF   M   F PStrooptm1 between groupswithin groups 1213.43515423.21 4114 314.452134.123 2.147 0.057Strooptm2 between groupswithin groups 31713.34154449.5 4114 8941.1171353.580 6.654 0.000TABLE 4: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS WITH DIFFERENT PERFORMANCE LEVELS ON THE STROOP TEST (VARIABLES STROOPTM1 AND STROOPTM2)
SUM DF   M   F PCATT        between groups                   within groups 27126.187175818.6 4114 7122.7121529.847 4514 0.000CATC        between groups                   within groups 294558.167171486.7 4114 7381.2161501.623 4.212 0.000TABLE 5: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS WITH DIFFERENT PERFORMANCE LEVELS ON THE CONCENTRATION ACHIEVEMENT TEST (VARIABLES CATT AND CATC)

VARIABLE            GENDER N M SDDS malefemale 140140 6.36.2 1.11.1NS malefemale 140140 51.758.2 9.48.5TMTTM1 malefemale 140140 32.832.6 11.910.6TMTTM2 malefemale 140140 103.2102.8 37.943.2Strooptm1 malefemale 140140 87.282.9 12.612.8DS malefemale 140140 176.4171.4 39.934.8NS malefemale 140140 124.3127.2 48.238.9TABLE 6: DESCRIPTIVE INDICATORS OF THE TOTAL SAMPLE IN RELATION TO GENDER



ATTENTION AS A FACTOR IN THE SCHOOL PERFORMANCE OF ADOLESCENTSRADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆ 291By applying the T-test, an existence of a significance of differenc-es between the values of the achievements of male and femalerespondents on the applied tests was examined. The results of theanalyses have shown that girls and boys achieved results which didnot statistically significantly differ. The exception is their achieve-ment on the Digit-Symbol Coding Test. The number of correctlysolved tasks on this test is highly significantly different when itcomes to girls and boys (T= -3.989, DF=118, p<0.01), in favour ofgirls. Girls have shown highly significantly better results than boys.Given that no significant differences were obtained, further analy-sis in relation to school performance was not relevant.
DISCUSSIONStarting from the knowledge that school learning requires thehighest possible degree of volitional attention, that a number ofundeniably intelligent and ambitious students have inadequateschool performance, and that school performance has great signifi-cance in the lives of contemporary adolescents (Luria, 1976;Milovanović, 2001), this research was aimed at identifying thecomponents of attention that are relevant for school learning. Inthis context, the key issue may not be the issue of the connectionbetween attention and school performance, which is alreadyimplied, but the issue of whether potential attention deficits instudents with inadequate school performance have a structure thatwe are able to detect by available and cost-effective diagnostictechniques and ultimately help adolescents.According to the results of the analyses, the examined group ofadolescents of the same age and equal intellectual levels, but withdifferent school performance levels, have achieved very differentresults on almost all applied tests and measured variables. Theexamined groups of adolescents with different performance levelshave indeed shown different score profiles on the applied tech-niques and significant differences in their achievements when itcomes to individual variables. All results, i.e. the mean values   of
TMTTM1 malefemale 140140 119.4122.3 49.243.4TABLE 6: DESCRIPTIVE INDICATORS OF THE TOTAL SAMPLE IN RELATION TO GENDER



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017292 RADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆthe results of examined subgroups, change depending on schoolperformance, in the sense that the results are better as perfor-mance is higher.On the Digit Span Test (Variable DS), despite the fact that thedifferences in the achievements of respondents are not statisticallysignificant, a constant increasing tendency of arithmetic meanscan be observed. While a student with an insufficient performancecan repeat an average of 5.9 digits, excellent students are able torepeat 6.8 digits. Greater efficiency of respondents with higherperformance levels points to their greater capacity of attention,which can be explained by the role of resistance to distractions insolving this task. Excellent students obviously possess more stableattentional control functions, they are resistant to distractions andare therefore more efficient in focusing on the task, in this case ondigit repetition.The achievements on the Digit-Symbol Coding Test (Variable NS)show a very linear progression, starting from insufficient towardsexcellent performance. The difference in arithmetic meansbetween groups with different performance levels is highly statisti-cally significant. The average progression is 5 solved tasks bycategory of performance, so the difference between the respond-ents with insufficient performance and respondents with excellentperformance equals 20 solved tasks. Given that the Digit-SymbolCoding Test is a valid test of attention maintenance, results suggestthat students with higher performance levels have a greater abilityto maintain their attention on the desired object more efficientlyand for a longer period of time than students with lower perfor-mance levels.The measured variables on the TMT test show the same tenden-cy. The average time required for solving form A and form B of thetest statistically significantly differ to a high degree, betweengroups with different performance levels. Better students needsignificantly less time to solve the tasks on this test. Excellentstudents solve the form B of the test as much as 119 seconds fasterthan insufficient students. Obviously, the results of this test indi-cate a significantly lower ability of students with insufficientperformance, to organize and control the alternation of sequences,which could speak in favour of insufficient attention flexibility and,more broadly, insufficient attentional control. As a reminder,attentional control implies the ability to inhibit the first response,



ATTENTION AS A FACTOR IN THE SCHOOL PERFORMANCE OF ADOLESCENTSRADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆ 293to delay the response and prolong attention maintenance in orderto select the most appropriate response or meaningful activity.The achievement curve for the Stroop Test shows the samedynamics as the previous ones. The decrease of time necessary forsolving this test is continuously, intensively, and highly statistical-ly significant with an increase in school performance. The timeneeded for reading the words with an interference of colours (vari-able Stooptm1) continuously decreases, with equal differences inperformances of around 13 seconds. The time required for thenaming of colours with the interference of words (variableStrooptm2) expresses a tendency of a pronounced decrease in thefunction of school performance. The mean difference betweengroups with different school performance levels is around 19seconds. Excellent students are faster than students with insuffi-cient school performance levels for as much as 97 seconds. Giventhat the Stroop Test is almost unquestionable in terms of its validi-ty and that, as such, it represents a reliable indicator ofgoal-oriented selectivity and resistance to distractions, theobtained results could be interpreted as very clear indicators of thesignificance of these components of the function of attention inachieving a better school performance.On the test of concentration, the total number of solved tasksshows an almost linear progression from the weakest to the bestperformance. The total number of solved tasks (variable CATtm1),between consecutive groups with different performance levels,differs by about 15 tasks. The number of correctly solved tasks(variable CATtm2) differs between consecutive groups by about 14tasks. While excellent students correctly solve an average of about116 tasks, students with insufficient performance levels solve anaverage of 78. This test, as is the case with the Stroop Test, is ofunquestionable validity and represents a reliable measure ofgoal-orientation, mental effort maintenance, and concentration.The achievement profile of students with lower performancelevels is quite obviously different from the achievement profile ofstudents with higher performance levels. On the basis of theobtained values   of the significance of differences betweengroups, the following variables can be distinguished, along with theimplied components of attention that they reflect: the number ofcorrect number symbols on the Digit-Symbol Coding Test, as ameasure of selectivity and concentration; the time period requiredfor solving the form A and form B of the TMT, as a measure of flex-



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017294 RADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆibility and concentration; the time required for solving the StroopTest, as a measure of selectivity and resistance to distractions; andthe total (and correct) number of solved tasks on the CAT, as ameasure of concentration and mental set maintenance. Thementioned variables and the presumed functions that they meas-ure: selectivity, flexibility, resistance to distractions, andconcentration – are best at discriminating between groups in rela-tion to their school performance and are related to schoolperformance in the most significant sense.As a reminder, research into volitional attention is usuallyorganized in relation to learning difficulties of younger school chil-dren (Brock & Bohlin, 2004; Swanson, 2011) or associated withADHD syndrome (Sonuga-Barke et al., 2011). The problem ofdistractibility was particularly often discussed in literature as aproblem of maintaining the required level of alertness needed forsolving school tasks and learning lessons, as well as for an activeparticipation in lectures, for a longer period of time (DuPaul et al.,2002). Despite the fact that, in everyday school practice, there areadolescents who exhibit an extremely rapid onset of fatigue whenlearning, a very bad learning performance and frequent interrup-tions in the flow of attention, this problem was dealt with by only asmall number of researchers. For these reasons, it can be said thatknowledge about the problems of attention does not follow devel-opmental trends and all of the specificities of the functioning ofattention, from its elementary forms to full maturity (Anderson etal., 2001). The development of attention after the twelfth year oflife is what remains outside the scope of interest of researchers.Difficulties manifested by adolescents in school learning are usual-ly interpreted and treated as emotional difficulties related to thisage or in terms of a lack of motivation (Eysenck et al., 2007). Due tothe fact that volitional attention is socially conditioned, it can beconcluded, from everything that has been said, that the effects onthe development of attention are far from a planned and systemat-ic activity. If the frequently inadequate treatment of learningdisabilities of intelligent and motivated adolescents is added tothis, the theoretical and practical implications of this lack becomeapparent.The research of the development of attention in adolescence on asample of 800 respondents, aged 12–19 years, with the use ofinstruments that were also used in this study, has shown that the“upside-down” attentional control, along with the functions of



ATTENTION AS A FACTOR IN THE SCHOOL PERFORMANCE OF ADOLESCENTSRADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆ 295attention, such as goal-oriented selectivity, resistance to distrac-tions, attention maintenance, and concentration, are developedthrough adolescence and reach their maximum development atdifferent ages (Milovanović, 2012). A connection between thesecomponents of attention and school performance, which wasconfirmed in this research, can be discussed in the light of thesefindings. Namely, the components of attention related to schoolperformance reach their developmental maximum at differentages during adolescence. Based on the obtained findings, it is possi-ble to assume that in adolescents with lower performance levelsthey are still underdeveloped (Navarro et. al. 2011). As a reminder,the examined components of attention are associated with theprefrontal regions of the brain. Neurophysiological studies confirmthat morphological changes and a maximum of metabolic activityin the prefrontal regions lag behind other regions of the brain(Colby, 1991), that synaptic consolidation lasts at least through theentire adolescence (Intrilligator & Cavanagh, 2001) and that themyelinogenesis in these regions takes place until the third decadeof life (Fields, 2014). For these reasons, we believe that the exclu-sion of attention during the search for the causes of school failureof adolescents can pose a serious oversight with lastingconsequences.In this research, no significant differences in the performance ofadolescents of different genders on the applied attention tests werefound.CONCLUSION By examining the correlation between attention and school perfor-mance on a total sample of 350 adolescents, by using instrumentsthat possess a determined validity, results were obtained which canbe interpreted as an indication that components of attention, firstand foremost goal-oriented selectivity, resistance to distractions,attention maintenance, and concentration, represent significantfactors in the school performance of adolescents. As part of a broadplan of adolescents to finish a particular school, maintain theirlevel of performance, and attain their life goals, school learningimplies clearly formulated intentions, the ability to plan, specify astrategy, and execute concrete actions as well as the ability ofself-correction. All of this requires goal-oriented selectivity, anability to suppress interfering stimuli, to maintain attention,concentrate on specific content, and therefore, it requires stablevolitional attention. For these reasons, we believe that without
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COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017300 RADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆсу орnанизована у вези са qро�лемима учења Qеце млађеn школ-скоn узрас[а или у вези са qро�лемима Qеце и аQолесцена[а саразвојним хиqеркине[ским синQромом. ПреnлеQ ли[ера[уреуказује на скоро qо[qуно оQсус[во ис[раживања qро�лема qа-жње у кон[екс[у школскоn усqеха аQолесцена[а оqш[е qоqула-ције. То може �и[и јеQан оQ разлоnа ш[о се неаQеква[ан школскиусqех неосqорно ин[елиnен[них аQолесцена[а најчешће у школ-ској qракси о�јашњава емоционалним фак[орима уqркос [омеш[о сами аQолесцен[и са неаQеква[ним школским усqехом че-с[о навоQе као оqис својих [ешкоћа у учењу „лошу концен[ра-цију“ Qок их нас[авници оqисују као „ неqажљиве“. Полазећи оQзначаја школскоn усqеха за оqш[е развојне [окове, значаја qа-жње у кон[екс[у школскоn учења и неQос[а[ка ис[раживања qо-везанос[и qажње и школскоn усqеха аQолесцена[а, циљ овоn ис-[раживања је нас[ојање Qа се иQен[ификују комqонен[е qажњекоје су релеван[не за школско учење на млађем аQолесцен[номузрас[у. ПореQ [оnа, циљ ис[раживања је и у[врђивање евен[у-алних разлика с о�зиром на qол ученика. Укуqни узорак је чи-нило 350 ученика (5 nруqа ученика qрвоn разреQа среQњих шко-ла различи[оn усqеха/ qо 70 ученика у свакој ка[еnоријишколскоn усqеха: неQовољан, Qовољан, Qо�ар, врло Qо�ар и оQ-личан) из различи[их nраQова Ср�ије, узрас[а између оQ 14 и 16nоQина (м=15.2; СQ=0.319) ујеQначених qо коефицијен[у ин[ели-nенције (м=105; мин 104, маx 107). Узорак је о�ухва[ио qо 175 уче-ника о�а qола. Коришћени су слеQећи инс[румен[и за мерењекомqонен[и функција qажње: Диnи[ сqан Тес[, Шифра, ТраилМакинn Тес[, С[ооq Тес[, Тес[ концен[рације и Qос[иnнућа (замерење комqонен[и qажње), Равенове qроnресивне ма[рице (замерење ин[елиnенције). У [ерминима и qроцеQурама с[а[и-с[ичке анализе о�рађивано је qос[иnнуће на овим [ес[овимакао скуq независних варија�ли и [о: О� (оqсеn �ројева) – највећиукуqан �рој qоновљених цифара као мера каqаци[е[а qажње, С�(сим�оли �ројева) – �рој усqешно уцр[аних сим�ола као мерафлекси�илнос[и и виnилнос[и qажње, ТМТвр1-укуqно време усекунQама qо[ре�но за qовезивање �ројева као мера визуосqа-цијалноn qраћења и концен[рације, С[рооqвр 1 (чи[ање речи узин[ерференцију �оје) – укуqно време у секунQама као мера се-лек[ивнос[и qажње, С[рооqвр 2 (именовање �оја уз ин[ерфе-ренцију конфлик[не речи) – укуqно време у секунQама као мерао[qорнос[и на Qис[ракције, ТКДУ – укуqан �рој решених заQа[а-ка за 30 мину[а као мера оQржавања qажње, концен[рације и ви-



ATTENTION AS A FACTOR IN THE SCHOOL PERFORMANCE OF ADOLESCENTSRADMILA B. MILOVANOVIĆ 301nилнос[и, ТКДТ – �рој [ачно решених заQа[ака као мера оQржа-вања мен[алноn се[а и [енаци[а[а qажње. Резул[а[и суqоказали Qа је школски усqех високо значајно qовезан са оQре-ђеним склоqом комqонен[и функција qажње (циљем усмеренаселек[ивнос[, о[qорнос[ на Qис[ракције, оQржавање qажње иконцен[рације) [е Qа се qос[иnнуће ученика са сла�им школ-ским усqехом значајно разликује оQ qос[иnнућа ученика са �о-љим школским усqехом (q<0.01). Према резул[а[има анализаисqи[ивана nруqа аQолесцена[а ис[оn узрас[а, ујеQначеноn ин-[елек[уалноn нивоа али различи[оn школскоn усqеха qоказала језначајно различи[о qос[иnнуће на скоро свим qримењеним [е-с[овима и мереним варија�лама. Исqи[иване nруqе аQолесцена-[а различи[оn усqеха заис[а су qоказале различи[е qрофилескорова на qримењеним [ехникама и значајне разлике у qо-с[иnнућима на qојеQиним варија�лама. Сви резул[а[и, оQносносреQње вреQнос[и qос[иnнућа исqи[иваних qоQnруqа значајносе мењају у зависнос[и оQ школскоn усqеха у смислу �ољих ре-зул[а[а ш[о је усqех већи. БуQући Qа се у раQу qолази оQ сазнањаQа се неаQеква[ан школски усqех аQолесцена[а у qракси уnлав-ном [умачи �ез узимања у о�зир карак[ерис[ика њихове qа-жње, Qо�ијене резул[а[е сма[рамо значајним с о�зиром Qа моnу�и[и qу[оказ у [раnању за конкре[ним оQnоворима на qи[ањекако qомоћи аQолесцен[има чији школски усqех није аQеква[анњиховим сqосо�нос[има и уложеном [руQу. Резул[а[и имqли-цирају и неоqхоQнос[ qланскоn и сис[ема[скоn Qеловања у qрав-цу qоQс[ицања развоја ових комqонен[и qажње које су неоqхо-Qан услов сваке циљем усмерене ак[ивнос[и и школскоn усqеха[акође. Осим [оnа резул[а[и указују и на qо[ре�у конциqирањаеQука[ивноn qроnрама с циљем qоQс[ицања развоја qроцењива-них комqонен[и qажње како �и аQолесцен[и qос[иnли школскиусqех аQеква[ан својим ин[елек[уалним сqосо�нос[има.КЉУЧНЕ РЕЧИ: кон[ролне функције qажње, циљем усмерено qонашање, само-реnулација у учењу, школски усqех аQолесцена[а.Овај чланак је о�јављен и Qис[ри�уира се qоQ лиценцом Creative CommonsАу[орс[во-Некомерцијално МеђунароQна 4.0 (CC BY-NC 4.0 | https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).This paper is published and distributed under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial International 4.0 licence (CC BY-NC 4.0 | https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).


